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Abstract. The development of the crystallographic texture in copper subjected to severe plastic deformation (SPD) by means of high pressure
torsion (HPT) and equal-channel angular pressing (ECAP) was experimentally investigated and analyzed by means of computer modelling.
It was demonstrated, that the texture developed in HPT and ECAP Cu is characterized by significant inhomogeneity. Therefore, the analysis
focused on the study of the texture distribution and its inhomogeneity in sample space. The detailed texture analysis, based on the X-ray
diffraction technique, led to important observations concerning the localization of the maximum texture gradient and the regularity of its
changes related to the parameters of the applied deformation. The obtained results provided the basis for certain conclusions concerning
complex texture changes in SPD Cu.
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1. Introduction

Recently, numerous investigations have successfully demon-
strated the unique potential of the severe plastic deformation
(SPD) technique for formation of ultra-fine grained and nano-
structured materials, when applied to different metals and al-
loys in bulk form [1]. However, the SPD process is accom-
panied by the formation of high-angle grain boundaries, char-
acterized by various orientation vectors as well as developed
crystallographic texture [2,3]. The creation of such a structure
resulted in the intensification of mechanical and physical prop-
erties of numerous metals and their alloys. It is known, that
crystallographic texture of metals reflects the most microstruc-
tural changes that occurred during the deformation process.
Studying texture is very useful for the understanding of the
SPD deformation mechanisms and for determining texture-
sensitive properties.

The most popular SPD technique is the so-called equal-
channel angular pressing (ECAP), which is well described in
the literature [1,4]. Depending on the mode of pressing (defor-
mation route) and the number of passes, the achieved degree
of deformation can be relatively high. One ECAP-passing re-
sults only in the deformation ofε ≈ 1.15 using a 90◦ tool [5].
The character of the spatial arrangement of crystals (and gen-
erated grains) formed during the ECAP-passing changes with
each pressing cycle. However, the arrangement formed during
the first ECAP-passing has a tendency to be preserved to some
extent in the following cycles. On the other hand, similar mi-
crostructural effects can be achieved by the so-called high pres-
sure torsion (HPT), a type of the SPD, which is more and more
frequently applied to obtain nano-structured materials [6–10].
The HPT process is at continuous deformation mode and al-
lows to achieve high degrees of deformation (ε > 100).

According to the published works [3,11–20], textures
formed during the SPD process exhibit features of simple
shearing [21] with the presence of other types of compo-
nents, while they lack orthorhombic or axial sample symme-
try. Thereby, the interpretation of experimental results usually
requires additional information on the microstructure and/or
distribution of mechanical properties of the examined materi-
als. Among the reasons for the above mentioned “picture” of
texture of the material exposed to SPD, one finds strong in-
homogeneity of the deformation field (plastic flow) [22] mod-
erated by compressive and tensile stresses during the process
[16]. In this context, computer modelling of crystallographic
texture development becomes very promising, as it can take
into account the complicated character of the stress-strain state
of materials [23–25].

The current paper presents the results of recent investiga-
tions, aimed to reveal the crystallographic texture evolution
mechanisms during SPD and performed experimentally and
by means of 3D simulation of ECAP and HPT in pure Cu
(99.98%) with initially near-random distribution of orienta-
tions. The goal of the work is to present texture changes during
the SPD process.

2. Method and materials

The texture analysis was conducted on the basis of the X-ray
diffraction technique. The adequate back-reflection pole fig-
ures P(hkl)(α, β) were registered in the range of the pole an-
gle α varying from 0◦ to 75◦ and the azimuthal angleβ –
from 0◦ to 360◦. The measurements were performed with the
Philips X’Pert system, equipped with the texture goniometer
ATC-3. The filtered X-ray radiation CuKα (λ = 0.154183 nm)
was used. The applied collimated incident beam had a diameter
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of 0.6 mm. It means, that each marked measurement point is
representative for the indicated area of the examined samples,
representing both the ECAP- and HPT-processed material (see
Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Scheme of the longitudinal section of the examined ingot of
Cu, subjected to ECAP. The texture measurements were performed in

the section areas marked by points 1 to 7

Fig. 2. Distribution of HPT-sample areas (I, II, III), where the texture
measurements were performed

ECAP details. The size of Cu (99.98%) billets subjected to
ECAP with a deformation rate of 6 mm/s at ambient temper-
ature was 60·8·8 mm. The angle of the channels’ intersection
was 90◦. This paper presents the study of the homogeneity of
the crystallographic texture after the treatment by ECAP along
route BC (90◦ clock-wise rotations of the ingot around its lon-
gitudinal axis between the passes). The presented results con-

cern the longitudinal- and cross sections (see Fig. 1) of the pro-
cessed ingot, where experimental data were collected (Fig. 9).
HPT details. A slice-shaped processed Cu (99.98%) sample
(10 mm in diameter and 0.7 mm in thick) was located between
two (top and bottom) cylindrical heads of a mechanical press.
One of the heads (bottom) was rotated in the plane perpendic-
ular to its axis, while a compression force (up to 5 GPa) was
simultaneously applied to the sample. Due to friction forces
between the sample and the heads’ surfaces, both compression
and shearing processes of the examined material in the state
of a condition quasi-hydrostatic were realized during the HPT.
The deformation was realized at ambient temperature for vary-
ing numbers of rotations: 1, 5 and 10. For each of the three
cases, the rate of compression was equal to 0.35 mm/s and the
rate of rotation was 0.11 rad/s. The investigation of the crys-
tallographic texture was conducted according to the scheme
presented in Fig. 2.

The computer simulation of texture development was per-
formed for the ECAP mode of the Cu sample. Suitable cal-
culations considered the visco-plastic self-consistent model
[21], the deformation strength was realized by the Voce model
[26]. The original texture was represented by 830 single
orientations, grouped in several components related to the
experimentally-identified texture and its volume fractions for
the Cu ingot before processing. The input parameters for the
texture evolution modelling were the tensor components of the
strain rate gradient. As a result, the calculations yield the dif-
ferential of the tensor component of temporary and accumu-
lated strain for each point of the selected trajectory of the plas-
tic flow of the material [23]. The calculation procedures were
performed by means of the DRAKON package [27]. LaboTex
software was used to build pole figures (PFs), orientation dis-
tribution functions (ODFs) and to perform quantitative analysis
of the obtained results [28].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Texture evolution in HPT process.The experimental
PF of 111 planes of the Cu sample after HPT by 1-, 5- and
10-rotations for each investigated areas (points: I, II, III) are
given in Fig. 3

The general distribution of the dominating texture compo-
nents given in the PF presented in Fig. 3 can be characterized
by three zones of cumulated intensities of the 111 poles. The
first zone is located in the centre of the PF. The second one
has the form of a ring, co-centred with the pole figure area.
There can be observed two symmetrically located areas of the
ring with much more intensity. The third zone, in which the
PF intensity consists of two symmetrical areas, appeared in
most cases in the peripheral region of the figures. The cen-
tral points of the zones (identical with the PF centre) for each
of the measurement sample area showed a tendency to its tilt-
ing. The same effect was identified in the related ODFs, one of
which is presented in Fig. 4.

To interpret the identified texture, it is advisable to compare
it with the pure shearing texture described by ideal components
given in Tab. 1. As it is shown in Fig. 4, two texture fibres are
formed during the HPT process, namely: {111}<uvw> and
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Fig. 3. Experimental PF (111) for Cu-sample after HPT process consisting of 1-, 5- and 10 rotations in the selected areas (I, II and III) marked
in Fig. 2. The bottom row presents a model pole figure (111) with the positions of ideal orientations of simple shear

Fig. 4. Experimental ODF (ϕ2 = 45◦ section) for area III of Cu-sample after the 1st HPT rotation (left), and its equivalent with ideal positions
of identified orientations (right) given bottom

{hkl}<110>. However, the maxima of the experimental texture
are observed to deviate slightly (≈10◦) from their correspond-
ing ideal positions. The reason is most probably in the asym-
metry flow of material during the HPT. A similar effect was
observed earlier in the case of ECAP for Cu [12].

The calculated volume fractions of the texture maxima
close to the ideal orientations identified in the examined sam-
ple are presented in Tab. 2. The data concern the measurement
points (I, II and III) for the sample after the first HPT-rotation,
as well as one selected point for samples after 1-, 5- and 10
rotations.

The results presented in Tab. 2 show that in the investi-
gated area (I) the maximal volume fraction is that belonging to
the texture componentsC andA∗ after the 1st rotation. These
components decreased at higher deformation at points II and
III, while the intensity of theA andB components increased.
The observed changes of the texture components distant from
the centre of the sample (correlated with various ideal orienta-
tions of simple shearing) resulted from the various deformation
degrees and the different active slip systems. The results corre-
spond to those investigated by means of the SEM EBSD tech-
nique [29]. The number of the rotations realized in the HPT in-
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creases, while the intensity of dominating texture components
decreases. This effect is connected with increasing contribu-
tion of grain boundaries at higher deformation degrees [30].
An ultra-fine structure has formed after the 5th rotation of the
HPT, when high-angle boundaries are intensively generated in
the material [31].

Table 1
The main texture components of simple shearing for metals with

cubic lattice symmetry [21]. Indices (hkl) correspond to the lattice
planes parallel to shearing planes and [uvw] denote crystallographic

axis parallel to shearing direction

Symbol hkl<uvw> Symbol hkl<uvw>

A∗1 (111)[21̄1̄] B (112)[11̄0]
A∗2 (111)[̄211] B (112)[̄110]
A (111)[̄110] C {001}<110>
Ā (111)[11̄0]

Table 2
Volume fractions of main texture components of Cu samples
subjected to the HPT process. 10◦-spreading around its ideal
position in Euler orientation space {ϕ1, Φ, ϕ1} was assumed

Ideal
orien-
tations

Volume fractions (vol. %)
Point I Point II Point III

1 rotation 5 rotation 10 rotation

B
(112)[1̄10] 1.77 2.72 3.48 2.39 0.79
(112)[̄110] 1.29 2.00 3.27 1.19 0.99

A
(111)[̄110] 1.94 2.10 2.83 0.58 1.32
(111)[1̄10] 2.21 2.24 2.56 2.09 1.62

A∗
(111)[2 1̄1̄] 1.91 1.92 1.62 1.73 1.47
(111)[̄2 1 1] 1.75 2.20 1.85 1.20 1.31

C (100)[0̄1 1] 2.91 2.62 2.15 1.82 1.09

The obtained results point to the fact that the texture max-
ima correspond to the ideal orientations of simple shear in the
centre of the deformed samples as well as along their radii. The
analysis of the character of the material flow points to the fact
that parts of the material move from the center to the periph-
ery of the sample during the HPT process in the open anvils. At
that, the compressive stress (in the centre) or the tensile stresses
(in the periphery) apply to simple shear [32]. The movement of
the chosen elementary volumes occurs along the spiral trajec-
tory. Apparently, this fact may influence the orientation of the
texture maxima in relation to the preferred direction in sample
space.

In the considered case of the textures after the 1st rotation,
the angle, by which the maxima had to be rotated on the PF
till the coincidence with the ideal orientations of simple shear,
was 53◦ for the central sample area and 40◦, and 30◦ for areas
II- and III-, respectively. It is known that at the initial stages
of rolling strain bands are inclined at an angleα to the rolling
plane [12]. With the strain degree rising, the strain bands ro-
tating to the rolling plane. In our case different degrees of the
accumulated strain correspond to HPT areas, which are situ-
ated at different distances from the rotation axis of the anvils.
If simple shear takes place inside the band, then additional ro-
tation of the strain band in relation to the sample axes will be

different and decreasing while moving away from the rotation
axis, as at the same time the strain degree increases. Such a
supposition corresponds to the experimentally observed regu-
larities of texture formation in case of Cu, subjected to HPT.

3.2. Texture evolution in ECA pressing. In Fig. 5 experi-
mental PFs and ODFs are presented, which show the evolu-
tion of the crystallographic texture of Cu sample during the 1st

ECAP pass.
The manner of arrangement of main texture maxima points

to the fact that formation of textures, typical of simple shear,
takes place in the area of intersection of the die-set channels
(Figs. 1 and 5, area 4) [11]. This is confirmed by the presence
of practically all the texture components, which are ideal crys-
tallographic orientations of the simple shear textures (Tab. 1,
Fig. 5). The given crystallographic orientations are rotated by
45◦ counterclockwise [11].

At the same time, the texture componentsAθ, A∗1θ andA∗2θ

have maximal intensity and the rest of the ideal orientations
are expressed slightly (Tab. 4). During metal flow in the space
of the horizontal channel the crystallographic texture is still
changing (Fig. 5, areas 5–7). The results of the calculation of
the volume fraction of the ideal orientations show that the in-
tensity of texture maximaAθ, A∗1θ, A∗2θ, Āθ andBθ increases,
and the intensity of the texture maximāBθ andCθ decreases.
The changes of the crystallographic texture in the horizon-
tal channel confirm the evaluation of the texture index (Tab.
5). The calculation results show that after passing through the
plane of the channels’ intersection the texture intensifies. This
may be connected with the fact that there was no backpressure
in the experiment. The material layers, which are located in a
distance of the billet tail, push the layers, which have already
passed, when moving through the plane of the channels’ in-
tersection. This leads to additional straining and intensifies the
crystallographic texture. The predominance of the orientations
Aθ, A∗1θ, A∗2θ, Āθ after the 1st ECAP pass corresponds to the
results of experiments presented in [33].

The rotation of main texture maxima about the axis z by
10◦ counterclockwise takes place, and the shift of the maxima
are observed on the ODF (Fig. 5g). The most probable cause of
the change of the texture of the material, that passed the zone
of the channels’ intersection, where simple shear takes place,
is activization of non-shear deformation modes. That may be
conditioned by the friction effect between a billet and the walls
of the horizontal channel.

Table 3
Main ideal crystallographic orientations of the simple shear textures
in case offcc-metals [11]. The index (hkl) is used to designate the

planes, parallel to the shear plane, and the index [uvw] is used for the
crystallographic directions, oriented along shear direction

Symbol hkl<uvw> Symbol hkl<uvw>

A∗1θ (81̄1)[14̄4] Bθ (312)[154̄]
A∗2θ (353)[556̄] B̄θ (1̄5̄4)[3̄1̄2̄]
Aθ (914)[̄1115̄] Cθ {334}<223̄>
Āθ (11̄15)[9̄1̄4]
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Fig. 5. The rows present experimental and simulated results; PFs (111) and ODFs (φ2 = 45◦) received for the investigated areas 1–7 (marked
in Fig. 1) for the 1st ECAP pass and the arrangement of the ideal orientations of the simple shear textures after rotating by the angle 45◦

counterclockwise [11]. The axis x’ belongs to the shear plane (the plane of channels’ intersection)
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Table 4
The experimental and model values of the volume fraction of main texture components for fcc metals during the 1st ECAP pass. The assumed

spreading around of Euler angles was 10◦

Investigated
sample area

Volume fractions (vol. %)

Aθ A∗1θ A∗2θ Āθ Bθ B̄θ Cθ

Exp. Mod. Exp. Mod. Exp. Mod. Exp. Mod. Exp. Mod. Exp. Mod. Exp. Mod.

1 1.57 2.29 2.23 0.80 0.79 2.59 2.23 0.80 0.78 1.75 1.09 0.10 1.64 0.92
2 2.22 0.19 2.09 0.39 1.61 1.22 1.95 1.33 2.71 0.46 2.05 0.85 1.10 0.48
3 1.67 1.61 1.58 1.30 1.67 1.61 1.58 1.30 1.86 1.34 2.15 1.53 0.97 0.75
4 3.42 4.08 3.53 4.41 3.53 4.44 2.11 1.89 2.93 1.56 2.20 1.94 0.79 0.85
5 4.03 3.90 4.05 3.96 4.05 3.96 2.33 2.84 2.46 1.47 2.79 1.96 1.07 1.24
6 4.67 3.44 4.83 3.88 4.72 3.44 2.66 2.67 2.66 1.61 2.78 1.90 1.17 1.25
7 5.21 2.55 5.01 2.55 5.73 3.29 3.72 2.67 3.02 1.01 2.28 1.92 0.75 1.02

Table 5
The value of the texture index for experimental textures during the

1st ECAP pass

Investigated sample area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Texture index 2.7 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.5

In order to prove this assumption computer simulation of
the crystallographic textures has been carried out with the
change of the stress-strain state of the material taken into ac-
count in the process of ECAP [23]. The simulation results are
presented in Fig. 5.

The comparison with the experimental PFs has shown that
the simulated results reflect the real processes of texture for-
mation, which take place in material (Fig. 5). In particular, the
PF, corresponding to the plane of the channels’ intersection, in
which simple shear takes place, are completely identical (Fig.
5, area 4). The results of the calculation of the volume frac-
tion of the ideal orientations show that the orientationsAθ,
A∗1θ, A∗2θ have maximal intensity (see Tab. 4). When moving
along the horizontal channel, the weakening of the intensity of
the most texture maxima occurs. At that, experimentally ob-
served rotation of the texture maxima is clearly noticeable on
the model PFs for the investigated areas 5–7 (Fig. 5).

By the model the changes of the strain rate gradient com-
ponents while passing through the control area in a billet is
presented in Figs. 6 and 7. The presented graphs show that for-
mation of these components takes place in the area adjacent to
the plane of channels’ intersection. The activity of the shear
components of the strain rate gradient starts earlier than that
of the compression and tensile components (Figs. 6 and 7).
The formation of the crystallographic texture in the plane of
intersection of the die-set channels (Fig. 5) is accompanied by
the activity of the shear components, which act along the plane
of the channels’ intersection. The compression component acts
along the vertical channel and the tensile component acts along
the horizontal channel (Figs. 6 and 7). When moving through
the horizontal channel, insignificant change of the shear com-
ponents, the strain rate gradient, the compression and tensile
components take place. In their turn they may result in the
change of the volume fraction of the ideal orientations and in
the rotation of the maxima on the PFs.

Fig. 6. The dependence of the strain rate gradient components on time
during the 1st ECAP pass (i = j)

Fig. 7. The dependence of the strain rate gradient components on time
during the 1st ECAP pass (i 6= j)

Besides the mentioned similarities the crystallographic tex-
tures, obtained by experiment and simulation, have also a num-
ber of important differences. First, the intensity of texture max-
ima in the model PF is much higher than the intensity of the
experimentally determined maxima. Second, during the metal
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flow in the horizontal channel, the calculation results of the
volume fraction show, that in the experiment the increase of
the volume fraction of the main texture maxima takes place it
decrease in the simulation. One of the possible reasons is the
influence of friction on the character of the crystallographic
texture. During the experiments, when the billet passes through
the die, the character of the friction coefficient may change,
as the material squeezes the lubricant. During simulation the
value of the friction coefficient is constant. This fact can in-
fluence the character of the simulated textures. Besides, when
modelling the formation of deformation bands, their rotation
are not taken into account. Only dislocation slip in the grain
body is considered. The attempts to solve the problem have
been made in [34].

3.3. Experimental studies of texture heterogeneity during
increase of the number of passes.The experimental studies
of heterogeneity of the crystallographic texture at more than
one pass were carried out for the routeBC. The choice of this
ECAP route was conditioned by the fact that it results in the
maximal structure refinement [35].

Fig. 8. The scheme of cutting out a billet for investigation of its texture
heterogeneity

The scheme of cutting out a billet for the investigation of
the heterogeneity of the crystallographic texture is presented
in Fig. 8. Only the cross section A was studied in the given
paper. When investigating the heterogeneity of the crystallo-
graphic texture in the examined section, 5 selected points have
been studied. The choice of the points for investigation was

conditioned by 2 factors: (i) by the necessity to describing the
heterogeneity of the texture completely, (ii) by the results of
modelling the material flow, which point at the heterogeneous
character of strain distribution over the cross section of a billet
during ECAP.

The results of the investigation are presented as complete
PFs in Fig. 9. The volume fraction of the main texture maxima
(Tab. 6), the values of the texture index, an average value of
the texture index< T > and the mean-square deviation of the
texture index (∆T 2) (Tab. 7) were calculated for quantitative
analysis. As it is seen from Fig. 10, some definite heterogene-
ity of texture along the cross section of a billet takes place in
the initial state. The PFs, however, are characterized by rather
randomly arranged maxima.

After the 1st pass rather one-type textures form in the in-
vestigated areas No 1, 2, 3 and 5 (Tab. 7). The results of the
calculation of the texture index show that the most blurred tex-
ture forms in area No 4 (Tab. 7). Results of the material flow
modelling show an undeformed zone of the material. It is ob-
served in the lower part of a billet, which is possibly the cause
of such distribution of the texture maxima [22]. After the 1st

pass the formed texture may be described with the help of ideal
orientations, presented in Fig. 10. The mentioned ideal orienta-
tions were obtained by rotating the ideal orientations of simple
shear by 45◦ counterclockwise around the TD axe in Fig. 8. At
that, the orientationsAθ, A∗1θ andA∗2θ have maximal intensity.

Table 6
The experimental data of the volume fraction of main texture

components during the 1st ECAP pass. The spreading along Euler’s
angles was 10◦

Investigated
sample area

Volume fraction of the orientations

Aθ A∗1θ A∗2θ Āθ Bθ B̄θ Cθ

As-
recived

No 1 0.38 0.35 0.36 1.24 0.74 1.58 0.34
No 2 1.19 0.34 0.36 2.75 2.61 0.74 0.53
No 3 0.4 0.57 0.98 0.53 0.97 1.39 0.95
No 4 0.34 0.29 0.47 0.23 1.04 1.19 0.53
No 5 0.97 0.37 0.45 0.84 1.44 1.22 0.65

1 pass

No 1 0.63 1.27 2.68 0.3 1.77 3.1 2.58
No 2 1.62 0.92 2.23 0.67 3.16 3.41 2.23
No 3 0.9 0.86 1.9 0.19 1.92 3.26 2.59
No 4 0.39 0.22 0.75 0.58 1.14 3.11 0.6
No 5 1.01 1.68 1.7 0.11 3.48 3.39 1.6

2 pass

No 1 0.25 0.56 0.79 0.77 0.51 2.14 0.53
No 2 1.02 0.78 0.42 1.07 1.00 1.58 0.36
No 3 0.35 0.5 1.15 0.5 0.56 1.55 0.7
No 4 0.36 0.28 0.42 0.77 0.88 2.68 0.32
No 5 1.01 0.13 0.35 0.59 0.66 2.61 0.27

4 pass

No 1 0.32 0.57 0.76 0.57 1.12 4.73 0.58
No 2 0.34 0.78 1.81 0.78 1.52 4.64 1.42
No 3 0.49 0.06 1.41 1.15 1.22 1.39 0.67
No 4 0.62 0.06 0.84 0.73 0.45 2.61 0.4
No 5 0.7 0.35 0.44 0.26 1.79 2.98 0.22

12 pass

No 1 0.42 0.32 0.22 1.56 0.36 1.98 0.18
No 2 0.71 0.32 0.37 1.67 0.55 1.74 0.34
No 3 0.33 0.08 0.34 2.42 0.63 1.38 0.22
No 4 0.73 0.18 0.37 0.79 1.04 3.49 0.31
No 5 0.37 0.25 0.74 0.85 0.85 3.43 0.36
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Fig. 9. Heterogeneity of the crystallographic texture at different stages of ECAP. Areas 1–5 correspond to Fig. 8. Pole figure levels: 0.4, 1.2,
1.9, 2.7, 5.3, 6.2

Table 7
The value of the texture index, average value of the texture index
<T> and mean-square deviation of the texture index (∆T 2) for
experimental textures during the 1, 2, 4 and 12 ECAP passes

(route Bc). Areas No 1–5

ECAP
stage

Value of the texture index (T )
< T > (∆T 2)

No 1 No 2 No 3 No 4 No 5

As-received 3.1 4.1 2.4 2.5 3.3 3.08 0.68
1 pass 2 2.8 2 1.7 1.9 2.08 0.42
2 pass 2.5 1.6 1.6 3.1 3.5 2.46 0.86
4 pass 4.9 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.7 3.04 1.04
12 pass 3.2 3.7 2.9 4.5 3.8 3.62 0.61

The widest scattering in the values of the texture index is
observed in the 2nd and 4th ECAP passes. At that, in the 2nd

ECAP pass the least expressed texture is observed in points 2
and 3. After the 4th and 12th passes the textures in the cross-
section are very similar. Possibly it is connected with the 4-

pass cycling (4×90◦ = 360◦) in the cases. After the 4th and
12th passes the formed crystallographic texture is character-
ized by the predominance of the orientationsBθ andB̄θ.

Fig. 10. Arrangement of the ideal orientations of ECA pressing from
the cross section of the billet
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The analysis shows, that the average value of the texture
index in the cross section of the initial state is rather high with
rather wide scatter. During the 1th pass it decreases and the
texture becomes more homogeneous. The increase of the num-
ber of passes from 1 to 12 is characterized by the growth of the
texture index, the heterogeneity of the texture grows from 1 to
4 pass. The comparison of the results of the 4 and 12 passes
points to the increase of the texture heterogeneity.

4. Conclusions

As a result of the conducted investigations, it was shown that
during HPT and ECAP crystallographic textures form, which
may be described with the help of the ideal orientations of the
simple shear. At the initial stages of HPT the texture sharpness
increases as far as the points under consideration are distanc-
ing from the rotational axis. Blurring of the texture maxima
are observed with further increase in the number of rotations.
The rotation of the texture maxima with respect to the positions
of the ideal orientations can be explained by the formation of
deformation bands, oriented to the billet’s axes differently at
different strain degrees.

The main texture formation processes during the 1th ECAP
pass take place in the zone, adjacent to the plane of the die-set
channels’ intersection. However, even in the horizontal outlet
channel some texture enforcement is observed. The analysis of
the experimental results with the help of computer simulations
points to the activization of definite slip systems, which pro-
vides simple shear and the effect of compressive and tensile
deformation modes as well. In case of ECAP the increase of
the number of passes results in tendency to increase of the tex-
ture sharpness. The homogeneity of the texture increases up to
the 4th pass, then it begins to decrease.
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